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ABSTRAC'f

A

Phase

Anthropology

I

archaeological

378-Archaeological

survey

was

Survey and

conducted
Resource

by

the

Management

class during the Fall of 1989 of the area around the Mason-Walker
farmhouse

in Rockbridge County,

survey was to

determin~

log house existed.

Virginia.

The purpose of the

if the foundations of the Walkers' original

The survey was conducted in the area near an

8th century log structure, which was indicated by surviving
records and oral history as the most likely spot_

A surface

pedestrian reconnaissance was conducted, followed by shovel test
pits dug at twenty-five foot intervals.

This research was oriented

towards adding an artifact assemblage of an 18th century domestic
settlement in Rockbridge County for comparison with other 18th
century

sites.

Anthropology's

This
research

is

a

into

continuance
the

of

lifeways

the
of

Laboratory

the

of

Scots-Irish

settlers in Rockbridge County.
Since the archival records and oral history point to an 18th
century log house on this land, it would be worthwhile to continue
to survey the area.

It is recommended that the research area be

enlarged to include the area between the extant log structure and
the current house. since it may have been built on the site of the
original log house.
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PHASE I ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY
OF THE MASON-WALKER FARM
ROCKBRIDGE COUNTY, VIRGINIA

·t

The Phase

~ INTRODUCTION

~~"'""'Ye~
I~ survey

of the Mason-Walker farm was conducted by

the Laboratory of Anthropology of Washington and Lee University.
The area surveyed included the area around and to the east of an
extant log structure thought to be the kitchen of an 18th century
log dwelling built by the Walkers.

This area was chosen because

of the oral history and family records of the Walker family.
The purpose of this

~~was

to add to the existing body of

knowledge of the lifeways of the Scots-Irish settlers of Rockbridge
County.

The Laboratory of Anthropology has long been involved in

investigating different aspects of 18th century Rockbridge County
life--previous research was conducted at Liberty Hall Academy and
at cabin sites in the High Hollows.
Survey is an important facet of archaeological research.

It

allows the researcher to address hypotheses across a wide area and
pinpoint areas for further, more intensive excavation.
of the Phase I

The purpose

survey of the Mason-Walker farm was to define a

research area on the basis of concentrations of artifacts or traces
of foundations.
Through the 20th century, significant steps have been made to
protect and identify significant prehistoric and historic sites.
The

first

real

recognition

in

America

of

protecting sites was the 1906 Antiquities Act.

1

the

importance

of

This bill applied

to public land only, fining people for the destruction of sites .
It was not until 1935 that a law was passed

.f e\"'-'J')

~

the national parks

})ad' to investigate their land for potential sites and educate the

public about t.he value of these sites.

Thia act,

the Historic

Sites Act. also established the National Register of significant
sites.
The most significant step taken by Congress to protect and
investigate sites was
This bill mandates

~

passi..ug the Historic Preservation Act.

that each state must develop a

protect their cultural resources.

program to

Part of this program involves

appointing a State Historic Preservation Officer, whose purpose,
as a state employee, is finding sites and placing significant sites
on the National Register.

This act also mandates that any project

involving state or federal funds must be surveyed for sites which
might

be

destroyed

by

the

construction.

All

these

laws

are

j\"

extremely important in allowing the archaeologist access to sites
and the means to protect significant sites.

Unfortunately, no laws

have been passed which apply to private lands, such as the Mason-

~~$c:..

o+A. ~
~v

r<:~'

Walker farm, but, hopefully, through education and awareness, the ~V\)
general public will make an effort to protect all sites.
The Mason-Walker farm investigation was pursued in the Fall
of 1989 by Kurt C. Russ, Jamie Smith, Jeff Nuckols, Caldwell Hart,
Kathleen Kelly, Steve Martin, Tom Upchurch and John M. McDaniel.
The field notes and artifacts from this site are curated in the
Laboratory of Anthropology of Washington and Lee University.
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ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

The Mason-Walker Farm is situated along State Road 724 which
1ies within the ridge and valley physiographic province (Figure

1).

The Mason-Walker Farm is more specifically located

1~00

feet

northwest of the intersection formed by Routes 724 and 602 and 4200
feet

southwest of the

junction of Stony Run and Walker Creek.

Geographically significant features, in addition to Walker Creek,

,

include Jump Mountain, the peak of which, Jump Rock, is 6400 feet
West of the Mason-Walker farm and rises to an elevation of
feet above sea level (Figure 2).

3~49

This area has traditionally been

agricultural and the land use continues to be agricultural/farming.
The climate of Rockbridge County is temperate, with a great
variation between
degrees)

the

average

temperatures

in.\( the

winter

( 35

i-.J...2..;.~' ~

( 72. 6 degrees).

and in the summer

These temperatures

provide good conditions for the cultivation of the land.

There are extensive areas of good farming soils, which have for the
most part been derived from the weathered or broken-down limestone
Frederick silt loam is the most extensively

developed soil in Rockbridge County.

le~ . ~

The research area and the current Mason house are situated
along a ridge about 1280 feet
amount of limestone

a~ve sea

outcro~';;~~use
111

of the ridge.

3

level.

r e1 '

?

About 62

percent of the total land area of Rockbridge County is farmland.

which underlies them.

_L 7

There is a large

of soil erosion from the top
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Architectural research was conducted by Pamela Simpson,
professor at Washington and Lee University, in 1980.

a

Dr. Simpson

surveyed the present house. which dates to the 1850"s.

In the

course of the survey, Simpson interviewed the present owner, Mrs.
Mary Mason, who is the seventh generation of Walkers to own the
farm.

Mrs. Mason has family diaries of Captain James Walker (12

vol, 1849-94) and Thomas Hudson Walker (2 vol., 1823-50). who were
the original builders of the present house.

Mrs. Mason also has

a diary of John Walker (one vol., 1811-13); an account book (1785);
deeds from 1797 signed by Gov. James Wood and de:cts signed by Gov .

•

Gooch and Thomas Jefferson.
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Simpson's research says that the Walkers were cf, f Scottish ~

origin .

'

but a newspaper article by Dr. George Diehl claims that

they came from Ireland .

These sources did agree that the Walkers

immigrated to America in 1730 and John Walker received 213 acres
Walker Creek is named for the

from the Borden Grant in 1743.
Walker family.

Simpson· s report also refers to a book by Emma

White. Walker History, and Foote's Sketches of Viginia.
Simpson· s report places t_~e -~ate of the old log kitchen beside ~l
~~

the present house aroun<(:: 173·~=.:o.

-~ral history states that the

~ ~o l
'0u.\e

original log house that went with the kitchen was destroyed byQ. (G
Indians.
in this area, prehistoric sites have been found and excavated.
\-6~-e)
At the confluence of Walker and Kerts creeks, there is a middle

07

Woodland Indian mound, which was excavated by the Valentine Museum
in 1901.

Consequently, many sites of this same period, which are

associated with the mound, have been found along Walker and
creeks.

~s ~

This region was selected for settlement in prehistoric and

historic times because of the access to water.

(

o~ t~\eu~~ ~~~
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GENERAL RESEARCH DESIGN
Archaeaological survey was undertaken at the Mason-Walker farm
because of the oral and archival history associated with the land
and the family.

The survey was oriented around the area of the old

log structure (the "kitchen") and to the east of it, in hopes of
finding foundations or evidence of the original 18th century log
house and its occupants.
The purpose of locating the 18th century structure and
its artifact

assemblage

Anthropology -a

is

in keeping with the

ongoing research

in Rockbridge

stud~

Laboratory of

County.

If the

assemblage from the original Walker house were obtained, it would
be used as comparison with assemblages from other 18th century
sites in Rockbridge County.

The purpose of the Laboratory of

Anthropology·s research is to obtain a broad understanding of the
lifeways

of

the

early

Scots-Irish settlers.

accurate history of the area.

providing a

more y..e>

Hollows assemblage, both of which were excavated by Washington and
Lee's Laboratory of Anthropology.
Since the exact location of the original log structure was

unknown, two survey methods were used.

5

First, a surface pedestrian

J.)
c>
~

The Walker site would provide a {.

comparison for the Liberty Hall artifact assemblage and the High

,/

~.cri

~Cl

I

~econnaissance

oi the area around the log kitchen was conducted to

look for surface artifacts or features indicated the foundations
of a

structure (Figure

Next,

3) .

shovel test pits were dug at

twenty-five feet intervals across the area in an attempt to uncover
the foundation or find a concentration of artifacts.

These methods

were employed because of the size of the research area and the
uncertainty as to the most

likely site of the original Walker

FIELD TECHNIQUES
A pedestrian reconnaissance survey was conducted in the area

around and to the east of the extant log structure.

The purpose

of this survey was to determine if a rr.y features of the house or
artifact concentrations were evident. { No artifacts were found,
probably due to the fact that the research area is located on a l
ridge and surface artifacts would be washed away.
A datum point was established using a
twenty-three
intervals.

shovel

test

pits

were

dug

cJ"7--

l- ,,_J ~~*"2

1

-~.:;s~

twenty-five

foot

The research area extended 100 feet North and South of

the datum point and 75 feet East and West.

All the test pits were

' was halted because of rock
dug down to sterile soil or excavatio n"
outcrop (Figure 4).

~.J.S<'
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Brunton Compass and
at

i

After screening the soil through a quarter

inch wire mesh and examining the contents of the soil, field notes
were recorded concerning the depths, color, texture and content of
each soil horizon as well as the artifacts encountered (Figure 5).
Photographs were taken of the research area and work in progress.

lK

.--

Fiaure 2.
View of the survey area lookina West. Jump Mountain is in
distance about 6400 feet away from site.

~he

Fiaure 3.
View loo~ina West to the extant lea structure thought to be the
kitchen of the 18th century Walker home.
Beyond the loo strL1c
ture is the current residence built by the Walkers in the 1850s.

Fiqure 4.
Systematic subsurface testing and soil analysis in progress.

Figure 5.
Screeninq of the dirt from the shovel test pits.
The dirt
is screened tnrouqh a quarter-inch wire mesh screen.

All artifacts recovered were placed in bags according to the test
pits and processed and analysed at the Laboratory of Anthropology.

LABORATORY ANALYSIS AND ARTIFACT CURATION ")
In analyzing the artifacts,
Bcheme was implemented.
the

artifacts

were

Stanley

Using South's
classified

as

South'aC.~I'aasification

~

to

its

Artifact Pattern,
group

(kitchen,

architectural, furniture, arms, clothing, personal, tobacco pipe,
activities). Within the groups are different classes, for example
in the kitchen group is the ceramic class; and within each class
are the types of ceramic, such as white~are.
The chronology of the artifact assemblages was determined by
Stanley South's ceramic median dates and the chronology/,.of nails
guide, which dates nails by whether they are hand wrought, machine
cut or wire nails.
Eighty artifacts were
summarizes

the

artifacts

recovered
according

from
to

the

area.

Table

provenience.

1

The

distribution of artifacts show the greatest concentration around
the log structure, especially in pit S:50, W:25 and pit 5:50, W:O
(Figure 8).

In pit S:50, W:25, an overglazed enamel Chinese export

porcel in body shard was recovered from the bottom of the pit.

This

type of ceramic has a median date of 1730, according to Stanley
South's ceramic analysis formula.
type of porcelin,

indicating the

It was also a very expensive
status of the Walker family.

Other arifacts from this pit include

shards of pearlware,

earthenware and bottle glass, mostly dating from the early 19th

}
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TABLE 1
Artifact description according to provenience.
ARTIFACT TYPE

SHOVEL TESTS CONTAINING ARTIFACTS
test
pits: 5:50
W:25

Kitchen:
ceramics
wine bottle

10

Architectural:
window glass
nails
spikes

2
5

5:75
W:25

5:100
W:25

5:0
W:O

1

S:25
W:O

4

3

1

1

5:50
W:O
Total:
19
1

1

1

Activities:
misc:. hardware
bottle/jar glass

1

1

5
5

7

14

1

Bone:
bone fragments

1

1

Total: 19

1

3

5

1

2

5

44

11

TADLC 1, contd~
Artifact description according to provenience.
ARTIFACT TYPE

SHOVEL TESTS CONTAINING ARTIFACTS
test
pits: 5:75
W:O

Kitchen:
ceramics
wine bottle

S: 100
W:O

S:O
E:25

2

4

1

1

1

2

3

2

Architectural:
window glass
nails
spikes
Activities:
misc. hardware
bottle/Jar glass

5:50
E:25

5:75
E:25

5:100
E:25
Total:
8

1

2

6
6
1

1
1

3

2

5
1

l

Bone:
bone fragments
Total : 9

1

2
10

5

3

3

2

1

30

TABLE 1, contd.
Artifact description according to provenience.
ARTIFACT TYPE

SHOVEL TESTS CONTAINING ARTIFACTS
test
pits:

s: 100

s: 125

5:75

E:50

E: 50

E:75

Total:
Kitchen:
ceramics
wine bottle

2

1

Architectural:
window glass
nails
spikes

3

3

3

Activities:
misc. hardware
bottle/jar glass
Bone:
bone fragments
Tota 1:

2

3

1

6

TOTAL ARTIFACTS:

80

century, which indicates that this structure might have been used
as

a

kitchen

before

the

current

house

was

built.

Another

I

indication of early occupation of this area is the fifteen hand
wrought nails and furniture brads scattered

through the

si~

which were used up until 1810.
The artifacts, field notes, and photographs are catalogued and
curated at the Laboratory of Anthropology at Washington and Lee
University.

EVAWATION OF RESEARCH

The data collected was not suf

~

to indicate whether an

18th century domestic structure existed in the area of research.
In order to address the original hypothesis, more test pits should
be dug in the area surrounding the current house.

Aleo, the Walker

family documents should be intensively read for a better
of the location of the 18th century house.

ind~pation

, I /

~\_l ~~~ T\ ~~ s Qcc~~~I<.~
/
#

/

RECOMMENDATIONS

The area which was systematically searched did not produce
artifacts that indicated 18th century occupation.

The artifacts

are those typical of many 19th century sites in the area.

Because

of these factors this research area is not eligible for National
Register nomination.

~

It is recommended that research be continued around the extant
log structure and the area of the present Walker house.

If the

foundations of the original structure were found, this site would
hold a great deal of significance for Rockbridge County.
such a

site would provide valuable

cultural

Data from

insights into the

lifeways o.f an 18th century farm in Rockbridge County and address
the

ongoing

question

of

whether

ethnicity

settlers can be addressed archaeologically.

of

the

Scots-Irish
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A~~~r:;:~ic sub-surfa::P:::~:I

Field A

~

1
testing

e~~;~tt;::+

across the area, where the oral history indicates the original
log structure stood.
Shovel tests are initiated at 25 foot
intervals across the area beginning with a series of units along
a north-south
line, which is located to the east of the extant
1 og structt.1re.
Shovel Test Pits:

1 North:O West:O :
This shovel test pit is located approximately
three and 1/2 feet due east of the first or northern most fence
post placed t
surround the e:-:tant log structure. The first layer
is a 1 inche ~ oot mat.
An organic humus layer which extends for
an additiona
2 inches is 10yr4/3 or dark brown in color.
Beneath this is a
limestone outcrop which runs the entirety of
the unit. Artifacts encountered include two whiteware shards, one
stoneware shard, and some nails well as other assorted artifacts.

2 Scuth:25 West:O
This shovel test unit is located 25 feet
south of the first shovel test pit.
Excavation of this unit
revealed the presence of several moderate sized limestone rocks
and one brick laid in a horizontal fashion next to and in
association with the rocks, perhaps indicative of some sort of of
structural support feature or post hole arrangement.
Closing
depth of the unit due to the presence of rocks is nine inches.
Artifact include one white earthenware shard,
2 soft clay
stoneware fragments and one cut nail.
this unit is approximately
three feet due west of the fourth fence post, which is a part of
the fence surrounding the extant log structure.

3 South:50 West:O
The soil horizon is a relatively well
developed humus layer which extends beneath the surface for a
depth of 2 inches consisting of root mat being 7.5yr3/2 or dark
brown in color.
Beneath this layer extends soil horizon two far
a depth of 2 1/2 inches,
which is a silty loam also being
7.5yr3/2 or dark brown in color.
Soil horizon 3 extends for a
depth of 4 inches and is a. silty ~ 7.5yr4/3 or dark
brown in color with strong brown c~a"f- modeling. , Soil horizon 4
or the C horizon e>!tends foe
a depth _g_f---,.3 1 /2 inches is
charaterized by a typical compact c ~ich is 7.5yr5/8 or a
yellowish red in color.
4 South:75 West:O :
Extending for depth of approximately one
inch below the surface is a moderately well developed humus layer
consisting of root mat and organic humus being 7.5yr3/2 or a dark
brown color.
Extending beneath this layer for a depth of
approximately 3 inches is soil horizon 2 which is characterized
by a silty loam with varied
rock particle inclusions. Its color
is 7.5yr4/3 or a dar~~ brown color.
Extending beneath this for a

depth of 3 1/2 inches is soil horizon 3 , which is also a silty
loam with high clay content.
Its color is 5yr4/4 or reddish
brown in color.
Excavations at this depth are halted, because of
the presence of limestone rock outcroping.
Artifacts include one
white earthenware jar, two nails, a miscellaneous piece of metal,
and a couple of pieces of tin as well as a piece of clear bottle
glass.
5 South:75 West:25 :
Excavation on this unit extended to a depth
of nine inches before limestone outcrop is encountered.
Soil
horizon 1 extends to a depth of 1 to 1 1/2 inches and is

charaterised by an organic humus with root mat
• Its color is
7.5yr3/2 or dark brown in color.
Horizon 2 extends for a dept of
approximately 5 to 7 inches and is characterized by a silty loam
with brick particles and small rock inclusions.
Its color is
5yr3/2 or dark reddish brown.
Artifacts include an animal tooth,
a piece
of lead glazed earthenware,
and one small hand forged
nail.
6 South:lOO West:O :Soil
horizon 1 extends for a depth of
approximately 2 inches and is charaterized by organic humus with
a root mat
and is a dark brown color.
Soil horizon 2 extends
far a depth of appro:d ma tel y 8 i nche ~d is characterized by a
higher clay content than soil horizon L .
It also contains small
to moderate sized limes tone ___....--,...~
Artifacts
...~ / incl usi ans.
encountered include one larg ef" sof j:/clay stoneware fragment, one
rosehead hand forged nail,
~al
bone fragment,
a piece of
crimped tin, and a clear glass bottle shard.

7 South:50 West:25
Layer 1 consists of relatively well
developed organic humus layer consisting of
root mat and
extending approximately 2 inches beneath the surface of the
ground .
Its color is 5yr3/3 or dark reddish brown.
Soil
horizon 2 extends beneath the humus for an additional 6 inches
and is characterized by a silty loam soil
, which is 5yr3/2 or
dark reddish
in color.
Beneath this layer is the third soil
horizon, which is also a silty loam with the moderate clay
content.
Its color is 5yr3/4 or dark reddish brown. Closing
depth is fifteen inches.
Artifacts encountered include one lead
glazed earthenware shard,
2 nails,
2 clear glass fragments ,
several additional pieces of whiteware including over glazed hand
painted and blue willow transfer printed shards, and one piece of
undecorated Chinese export porcelain recoverd from the bottom
depths of the shovel test pit. ~
--- ~
8 South:O

East:25 :
Layer
cosi
f an organic humus one inch
in depth with a poorly
roo t mat do to its location on a
farming road.
The color is 7.5yr4/4 or a dark brown.
Soil
horizon 2 consists of a silty loam extending approximately 3
inches beneath the first layer.
It is 7.Syr4/4 or dark brown in
color.
Extending for a depth of 5 inches soil horizon 3, which
is a
silty loam with modeled
and small rock inclusions.
It
is 7.5yr4/6 or strong brown
~.
Soil horizon 3 extends for
another 2 inches and i
which is 5yr5.6 or

1

yellowish red in color.
The closing depth is 11 inches.
Artifacts encountered include one lead glazed earthenware shard,
one slear flat piece of glass, and three transfer printed
whiteware shards.
East:25
The first layer is an organic humus with a
root amt extending to a depth of 1 1/2 inches.
The soil in
Horizon 1 is 7.5yr3/2 or dark brown in color. Soil horizon 2
e:·:tends b..er.i1eath this for a depth of 2 1/2 inches and is a silty
loam~hl5M is 5yr3/2 or dark red brown in color. fa:cavation ends
~e.?T d_
<;....to a large intrusive root.
The closing depthis 6 1/4
i r._c ltles .
9 South:25

10 South:50 East:25
Soil horizon 1 consists of an organic
humus layer with a rootmat extendig to a depth of 1 1/5 inches.
It is 10yr4/3 or dark brown in color.
Soil horizon two extends
another 2 inches and is a silty loam,
which is 10yr3/3 or dark
brown in color.
Soil horizon 3 extends another 2 1/2 inches and
is 10yr4/3 or dark brown in color.
Excavation ends at this depth
do to rock outcrop.
Artifacts encountered are a tooth, rusted
nail, and a piece of glass.
11 South:75 East:25 : Soil horizon 1 consists of an organic
humus with well developed root mat and extends to a depth of 1
1/2 inches.
Its color is 5yr3/2 or dark reddish brown in color.
Soil horizon 2 extends beneath this for 2 1/2 inches and is a
silty loam.
Its color is 5yr3/2 or dark reddish brown.
Closing
_,....de1Hh~ ~$ -~4 ·-Tnches !t - b~~~use a rock outcrop is encountered.
( 12 S@u ~
th: 00 East:'.?5 ..-:·- ·Soil .
iza 1 is an organi c h us with a
- -·-r·r:n:it · -ma . "'"'" :f t:en din_g_ for a dep t h" of
1/4 inches.
It \1 color is
7. 5yr<t7'2 ·· r
dark brown in c olor.
oi 1 horiz d~
~
? exten . s b e;n ~at h
this for 1 3 _:, /4 inches and cons'sts of a si ty ""l. oa,m wt:lich) s
5yr-3/2 o , dark reddish brown i col or. E. · a t o~ ' d s
t thi s
depth o 1 o rock outcropping .
rtifacts e
u t_ .·includ
ric k
fr ~9m
' ~ --two pieces of gl ss.
~) /.(. ~ 2?,·

/,..-;~· South: 100

East:?5 :
Soi l tl_ orizon 1 conSi~'f5.s. . . of a humus
,__wrth · r-.oqt mat an_g ..----e:-:tends t o ~ depth of 1 1/4 inches.
7.5yr3/2 or · dark brown in color ~ ; Soil horizon 2 extends beneath
this for 3 3/4 inches and is a s ~ ty lamb.
It is 5yr3/2 or dark
reddish brown in color.
At a de~th of 5 inches a rock outcrop is
encountered and excavation stops.
A nail is the only artifact
recovered.

13 South:100 West:25:
Soil horizon 1 consists of an organic
humus layer with a rootmat which exten d to a depth of 1 1/2
inches.
It is 7.5yr3/2 or dark brown in color.
Soil horizon 2
extends beneath this for another 2 1/2 inches and is a silty
loam.
It is 10yr3/3 or dark brown in color.
Excavation halted
at this depth, because of rock outcrop.
Closing depth is 4
inches.
14 South:50 East:50
Soil horizon 1 consists of an organ ic
humus layer with a well developed root mat extending to a dep th

1
/

of 2 inches.
Sail horizon 2 extends beneath this for a depth of
4 inches and is a silty loam, which is 7.5yr3/2 or dark brown in
color.
Soil horizon 3 extends another 2 inches and is a silty
loam with moderate clay content.
It is 7.5yr4/4 or brown in
color.
Closing depth is 8 inches do to rock outcrop.
15 South:75 East:50 :
Soil horizon 1 consists of an aorganic
humus layer extending for a depth 2 inches with a root mat.
It
is dark brown in solar.
Soil horizon 2 extends beneath this for
3 inches and is a silty loam, which is 7.5yr4/2 or dark
brown in
color.
Soil horizon 3~e~an~ther 2 inches and is a silty
loam with moderate cJ.-a>(7~o~~ is 7.5yr4/4 or brown in
col or.
Closing def h is--?- inches do to rock 0L1tcrop .
.___

16 South:lOO East:50
Soil horizon 1 is an oganic layer with a
root mat extending to a depth of 2 inches and is dark brown in
color.
Soil horizon 2 extends beneath this for a depth of 5
inhes and is a silty loam, which is 10yr3/4 or a dark yelllowish
brown in color.
Closing depth is 7 inches , because of the
discovery of rock outcrop.
Artifacts encountered include a piece
of pearlware.

17 South:125

East:50:

Soil

horizon 1 extends to a depth of 1

1/2 inches and is an organic humus with relatively well developed

root mat.
It is dark brown in color.
Soil horizon 2 extends
beneath this to a depth of 4 1/2 inches and is a silty loam.
It
is 10yr3/2 or very dark greyish brown in color.
3 nails are
recovered.
18 South:25 East:50 : Soil horizon 1 extends to a depth of 2
inches and consists of an organic humus with poorly developed
root mat.
Note that this shovel test pit is in the farm roadway~
which may account for disturbance.
This horizon is dark brown in
color.
Soil horizon 2 extends beneath this
for 4 inches and is
10yr3/4 or dark yellowish brown in color. Soil horizon 3 extends
beneath this for 6 inches and fr J 7.5yr4/6 or strong brm-.in in
color.
n1e C horizon con~is\lng,,.A5f a red clay is encountered and
the closing depth is 12 i
he~ Artifacts
encountered include a
mid nineteenth century pie , · of whiteware and a cut nail.
19 South:100 East:75:
Soil horizon 1 consist of a thick root
mat and an organic humus~ which extends to a
depth of 1 1/2
inches below the surface.
Soil horizon 2 consists of a silty
loam and extends another 2 inches below the surface.
It is
10yr3/3 or dark yellowish brown in color. Soil horizon 3 is the
C horizon consisting of a reddish clay or 7.5yr4/6 or strong
brown.
The final
depth is 6 inches and no artifacts are
recc1vered.

20 South:75 East:75 :
Soil
1 consists
of a thick root mat ,
which extends 1 1/2 inches below the surface and is 10yr3/3 or
dark brown in color.
Soil horizon 2 consists of a silty loam
marked by some yellow clay and is 10yr3/6 or dark yellow brown.
Soil horizon 2 extends to a depth of 6 inches beneath the surface

at which point any deeper excavation is blocked by rock outcrop.
One artifact is retrieved.
21 South:125 East:75:
No shovel test pit can
expose rock outcrop of the ridge.

be dug

do to the

22 South:lOO East:lOO:
Soil horizon 1 consists of a 1 to 2 inch
humus layer.
Any further excavation is impossible do to rock
outcrop.
No artifacts encountered.
23 South:125 East:lOO
Soil horizon 1 consists of a well
developed root mat and organic humus, which extends to a depth of
1 inch and is 10yr3/3 or dark brown in color.
Soil horizon 2
consists of a silty loam with some red clay modeling and a large
rock content.
It is 10yr4/4 or dark yellowish brown in color.
Final depth of 5 inches is reached when decomposing rock and
shale is encountered.
No artifacts found.

